
COMMUNICATION STYLES

Sample Apps

Disclaimer:  Within each “communication style” description, we have suggested 
apps that could be used to meet the needs of that type of communicator.  This 
list is by no means comprehensive, nor is it intended to suggest any specific 
endorsement.  The suggestions are simply given to highlight apps we have used 
successfully to meet the needs of the different kinds of device users.  

A main part of the decision regarding app choice for our 
clients is the technical expertise of the parent or caretaker.  If 
it is challenging for you, as an evaluator, it will be more than 
challenging for most of the parents.  If the parents do not feel 
comfortable with the programming required to individualize 
the device, it will not be used as a communication tool.   Our 
partnerships provide a good range for comparison.

BEGINNING COMMUNICATOR 

GOTALKNOW; TOUCH CHAT (talk about AAC, custom pages); PROLOQUO2GO 
(basic communicator); SOMUCH2SAY; TS SEQUENCE; TS BUTTON (for social 
scripting)
SCANNING: SOUNDING BOARD; TS CHOICE; GOTALK NOW

The “beginning” communicator:  short visual regard for the 
display, cannot discriminate more than a very few pictures/icons at 
a time, which should most likely be photographs.  Those with 
significant vision issues may also fall in this category. Pages may 
or may not be organized by category; the communication partner 
will most likely navigate to the choice page.

PAGE BASED COMMUNICATOR 

TOUCH CHAT (talk about AAC, multi-chat [included], Word Power 42 basic); 
PROLOQUO2GO (basic communicator, core), SONOFLEX 

The “page based” communicator; the client that understands 
words and concepts can be fit into categories represented by a 
symbol or icon, which they can recognize; they can manage at 
least two levels, and can use pre-programmed messages designed 
to make conversational statements as well as to pick a final item 
from the category.



LINKED SYSTEM COMMUNICATOR 

TOUCH CHAT (word power 42, word power 80), PROLOQUO2GO (core), 
SONOFLEX, LAMP WORDS FOR LIFE (84 1-hit with pages added, or 84 full core)

The “linked-system” communicator, who can also manage a core 
page concept; this is the client that can understand the basic 
grammatical elements to a sentence (subject+verb+direct object); 
they can start their message with a subject and can complete it 
with an appropriate verb and a final choice chosen from a category 
for the direct object, “I go park,” or “I want pizza.”  Dedicated 
devices that meet the communication needs of this client uses a 
combination of picture symbols and text.  This person usually can 
learn to find appropriate comments that have been 
preprogrammed as well, such as greetings, replies to greetings, 
opinions, etc., if the comments have been placed in a location easy 
to remember and get to.  This person may have not had the 
opportunity to develop significant literacy skills, but they often 
want to be able to surf the net, and can remember favorite 
locations even if they can’t read.  A word Prediction feature  begins 
to become a significant feature for this client.

COMBINATION COMMUNICATOR

TOUCH CHAT (word power 42, word power 80), PROLOQUO2GO (core), 
PREDICTABLE (English/Spanish), VERBALLY

The “combination” communicator, who can use some text, but also 
needs picture symbols to help locate words and concepts that he/
she cannot spell.  This person also does best on a device having 
both symbols and text as a final choice.  Word Prediction is a 
definite must for this person to enhance and increase their literacy 
skills.  This person may or may not need to use their device to call 
on the phone or use their device to electronically control their 
environment.

ALL TEXT COMMUNICATOR 

PREDICTABLE (ENGLISH/SPANISH), VERBALLY, SPEAK IT! (inexpensive, but very 
limited, has different speech engines)

The “all text” communicator who needs a text based, linked system 
with additional text features such as note-taking, email, and going 
out on the internet.  Word Prediction is a must to save hits.  Even 
though the device must have the ability to support the client 
wanting to compose a novel sentence, pre-programmed sentences 



and phrases need to be stored conveniently in the device for social 
situations in which predictable speech is part of the day 
(Starbuck’s order, comments about the weather and politics, or 
your favorite show on television).  

There is a need for pre-programmed communication at almost all 
levels, to keep an interested listener, due to the wait time required 
to compose a sentence from scratch.  This person definitely needs 
access to the web and to interactive, social media.

TOPIC SETTING COMMUNICATOR

TOUCH CHAT (word power 42, word power 80), PROLOQUO2GO (core), 
SONOFLEX, LAMP WORDS FOR LIFE 
PREDICTABLE (ENGLISH/SPANISH), VERBALLY
SCENE&HEARD, AUTISMATE, CLICK ‘N TALK

The “topic setting communicator” is a new category of device user 
that has emerged from a group of clients either 1) having a little 
verbal speech and a history of creating sentences on a device or 
who is 2) mostly unintelligible to an unfamiliar listener on an 
unknown topic.   The first person is tired of composing sentences 
and carrying around a heavy device, or  discouraged that what he 
wants to say is not on a traditional device; and the second person 
doesn’t want to use a device (even if he has one), because he wants 
to talk….but most people can’t understand him.  For both of these 
clients, if they have a topic established, then they can be better 
understood.   Another way of saying it, is that the unfamiliar 
listener in an unknown context suddenly understands much better 
if the context becomes known…(the “I au i e.” example) at Baskin 
Robbins or Cold Stone Creamery.  This group has the ability to 
compose sentences already, but their interest is in communication, 
and not so much using all their knowledge of how a grammatically 
correct sentence is composed (and taking the time to do it).

PHOTO JOURNALIST COMMUNICATOR

SCENE&HEARD, AUTISMATE, CLICK ‘N TALK
TOUCH CHAT (42-location and up, with custom page sets)

The “photo-journalist” communicator….  we are finding that 
persons in all the previous categories can profit from photo-
journaling, and we are constantly looking for apps that provide a 
format for talking about photographs.  Photo-journaling levels the 
communication playing field, and can be a source of socialization 
whether or not a message has been programmed to go with it, or 
the photograph provides a shared context.  Using only the camera 



and the photo-roll that comes from the camera is certainly better 
than nothing, and the photos can be grouped into albums.   There 
are also apps that each have a unique design to use photographs 
for communication.


